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Magnetic moment of a particle:

Anomalous magnetic moment: 𝑎# ≡
𝑔# − 2
2
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Possible new physics

Muon g-2: +4.2σ tension 
with the SM 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 141801Electron g-2: -2.5σ tension with the SM, Science 360, 191 (2018)
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Possible new physics

Tau is 280⨉ more sensitive to SUSY than muon

Martin, Wells, Phys. Rev. D64 (2001) 035003
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Measure the process with τ-𝛾-τ vertex to get aτ :
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Before LHC, the most precise measurement of aτ is from LEP 

𝑎* ≡
𝑔* − 2
2
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1 Introduction

This paper presents a study of tau pair production in photon-photon collisions using
the data collected by the DELPHI detector at LEP in the period from 1997 to 2000
(LEP2) at collision energy

!
s between 183 and 208 GeV. The total integrated luminosity

used in the analysis is 650 pb!1. At LEP this process was first observed by the OPAL
collaboration [1] and subsequently studied by the L3 collaboration [2].

The final state e+e!!+!! can be produced via a set of Feynman diagrams. In this
paper we present the cross-section measurement for the contribution of the so-called
multiperipheral graph (Fig. 1) which corresponds to collisions of two virtual photons.
The same final states produced via other diagrams (less then 1% of the cross-section) are
considered as a background.

τ

τ

e

e e

e

Figure 1: The dominant diagram for the reaction e+e! " e+e!!+!!

The study of the reaction e+e! " e+e!!+!! explores two fundamental problems. First
of all it provides a deep test of QED at the level of the fourth order in ". Furthermore,
the #!! vertex is sensitive to the anomalous electromagnetic couplings of the tau lepton.
Since the multiperipheral e+e! " e+e!!+!! process diagram contains two such vertices,
the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments can be extracted by comparing the
measured cross-section with QED expectations.

The rest of the paper gives a detailed description of the e+e! " e+e!!+!! cross-
section measurement, including tau-pair selection, background estimation, selection and
trigger e!ciency calculation and systematic error estimation. In the last part of the paper
the measured cross-sections are used to derive limits on the anomalous electromagnetic
moments of the tau lepton.

2 Monte Carlo simulation

The signal process was simulated using the Berends, Daverveldt and Kleiss generator
RADCOR (BDKRC) [3], which calculates the cross-section for the multiperipheral dia-
gram with radiative corrections on the electron and positron lines. The following signal
definition was used: the invariant mass of tau pairs had to be less than 40 GeV/c2; both
beam particles had to be scattered by less than 10 degrees; and at least one of them had
to be scattered by less than 2 degrees. With these restrictions the accepted cross-section
was 1.44±0.04% lower than the total cross-section predicted by BDKRC (which is about
450 pb at LEP2 energies) for the unrestricted phase space. The ! decay was simulated by
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The limit on a! improves the current PDG limit [21] based on the L3 result [14].

Figure 9 shows the the measured cross-section, average LEP2 cross-section and SM
expectation as a function of

!
s. Two bands superimposed on the plot represent the

allowed region for the cross-section variation due to anomalous magnetic and electric
dipole moments. The results expressed in the form of central value and error are the
following:

a! = "0.018± 0.017,
d! = (0.0± 2.0) · 10!16 e · cm.

7 Conclusion

We have studied the reaction e+e! # e+e!!+!! with the data collected with the
DELPHI detector during LEP2 operation in the years 1997-2000. The average LEP2
cross-section was found to be 429±17 pb compared to 447.7 pb expected from the Stan-
dard model. The measured/predicted ratio 0.96±0.04 agrees with the QED prediction
at the level of one standard deviation. The measured cross-sections were used to extract
limits on the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments of the tau lepton. The
95% CL limits obtained are

"0.052 < a! < 0.013
|d! | < 3.7 · 10!16 e · cm.
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SM prediction : 
Eidelman, Passera, Mod. Phys. A22:159-179, 2007

Experimental measurement: 
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Proposed by Jesse Liu and Lydia Beresford Phys. Rev. D 102, 113008 (2020)

Measure the process of γγ→ττ in 
ultraperipheral lead-lead collisions

Cross-section enhanced by 
Z4 ~ 105 with ZPb = 82

Cross section parameterization is also studied: 

M. Dyndal, M. Schott, M. Klusek-Gawenda, A. Szczurek, PLB 809 (2020) 135682

First proposed by: F. del Aguila, F. Cornet, and J. I. Illana, Phys. Lett. B 271, 256 (1991)
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LHC feasibility studies focus on the usage of proton–proton colli-
sions [33,35–39], but also on heavy-ion UPC [40,41].

In this article we study the sensitivity of the ! ! ! "+"" pro-
cess on a" and d" in Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC. We present 
calculations of the cross sections for the nuclear reaction, including 
outgoing " decays and explicit dependence on a" , and consider-
ing fiducial volumes of the ATLAS [42] and CMS [43] detectors. 
While the authors of [41] rely on an Effective Field Theory (EFT) 
approach to perform predictions on the sensitivity of LHC UPC 
data on a" , we provide a first independent calculation for the 
Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" process for different a" values. We also dis-
cuss the strategy to suppress the impact of systematic uncertain-
ties by exploiting the ratio to the ! ! ! e+e"(µ+µ") processes.

2. Theoretical framework

The calculation of the process Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" requires 
the convolution of the two-photon luminosity with the elemen-
tary ! ! ! "+"" cross section. In our study, the nuclear cross 
section for the production of #+#" pair in ultraperipheral heavy 
ion collision is calculated in the impact parameter space [44] and 
expressed via the formula:

$
!

A A ! A A#+#";#sA A
"

=
#

$
!
! ! ! #+#"; W! !

"
N(%1,b1)N(%2,b2)S2

abs(b)

$ W! !

2
dW! ! dY## dbx dby d2b . (2.1)

Here b denotes the impact parameter, i.e. the distance between 
colliding nuclei in the plane perpendicular to their direction of mo-
tion. W! ! = #

4%1%2 is the invariant mass of the ! ! system and 
%i , i = 1, 2, is the energy of the photon which is emitted from 
the first or second nucleus, respectively. Y## is the rapidity of the 
#+#" system. The quantities bx = (b1x + b2x)/2, by = (b1y + b2y)/2
are given in terms of bix and biy which are the components of 
the b1 and b2 vectors that mark the point (distance from the first 
and second nucleus) where photons collide and particles are pro-
duced. The absorption factor, S2

abs(b) = &(b " 2R Pb), assures that 
only peripheral collisions are considered. The diagram illustrating 
these quantities in the impact parameter space can be found in 
[44], where also the dependence of the photon flux N (%i, bi) on 
the charge form factor is presented.

Our main calculations rely on the realistic form factor, defined 
as the Fourier transform of the charge distribution in the nucleus. 
However, more sophisticated calculations are required for differ-
ential cross section predictions as well as for predictions in cer-
tain fiducial volumes which are typically imposed by experimental 
constrains. For those predictions, we introduce an additional kine-
matic parameter related to angular distribution for the subprocess 
into the underlying integration. A more detailed discussion of the 
nuclear cross section for the Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+#+#" reaction that in-
cludes kinematic variables of outgoing leptons is given in [45].

In general, we study the ! ! ! #+#" subprocess where the 
momenta of the incoming photons are denoted by p1 and p2, 
while p3 and p4 denote the positively and negatively charged lep-
ton momenta, respectively. In addition, we define pt = p2 " p4 =
p3 " p1 and pu = p1 " p4 = p3 " p2. The amplitude for the 
! ! ! #+#" reaction in the t- and u-channel was previously de-
rived [46] and is given by the formula:

M = ("i)'1µ'2( ū(p3)

$
$

i)(! ##)µ(p3, pt)
i(/pt + m#)

t " m2
# + i'

i)(! ##)((pt% " p4)

+ i)(! ##)((p3, pu)
i(/pu + m#)

u " m2
# + i'

i)(! ##)µ(pu% " p4)
%

v(p4) .

(2.2)

Here a photon-lepton vertex function is introduced that depends 
on the momentum transfer, q = p% " p. Denoting p% and p as mo-
menta of incoming and outgoing lepton, respectively, this can be 
written as:

i)(! ##)
µ (p%, p) = "ie

&
!µF1(q2) + i

2m#
$µ(q( F2(q2)

+ 1
2m#

! 5$µ(q( F3(q2)

'
, (2.3)

where $µ( = i
2
[!µ, !( ] is the spin tensor that is proportional to 

the commutator of the gamma matrices, F1(q2) and F2(q2) are the 
Dirac and Pauli form factors, F3(q2) is the electric dipole form fac-
tor. The last term violates CP symmetry and its non-zero value 
can be evidence of physics BSM. The asymptotic values of the 
form factors, in the q2 ! 0 limit, are the moments describing 
the electromagnetic properties of the lepton: F1(0) = 1, F2(0) = a#

and F3(0) = d#
2m#

e . Since the virtualities of exchanged photons for 
ultraperipheral Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC are very small (typ-
ically Q 2

1,2 < 0.001 GeV2), this asymptotic condition is well ful-
filled.

Finally, the differential elementary cross section for the dilepton 
production in the ! ! -fusion reaction is given as follows:

d$ (! ! ! #+#")

dz
= 2*

64*2s
|pout |
|pin|

1
4

(

spin

|M|2 , (2.4)

where z = cos & and & is an angle of the outgoing leptons relative 
to the beam direction in the photon–photon center-of-mass frame, 
s is the invariant mass squared of the ! ! system, pout and pin are 
the 3-momenta of outgoing (lepton) and initial particle (photon), 
respectively.

The elementary ! ! ! "+"" cross section strongly depends on 
the value of anomalous magnetic moment of " lepton. Fig. 1 il-
lustrates the impact of non-zero a" value on the elementary cross 
section for ! ! ! "+"" process as a function of W! ! (= m"" ) 
and cos & at W! ! = 15 GeV. Shown are the results for three rep-
resentative values of the anomalous magnetic moment, a" = +0.1
(green dotted line), a" = 0 (red solid line) and a" = "0.1 (black 
dashed line), respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the ratio of the total (integrated) nuclear cross sec-
tion for " pair production in Pb+Pb collisions at #sN N = 5.02 TeV 
with respect to the results with a" = 0 (SM). We show the results 
both for the full momentum space (black solid line) and with ex-
tra requirement of p"

T > 1 GeV (blue dashed line). The total cross 
section values for a" = 0 are: $ (Pb+Pb ! Pb+Pb+"+""; p"

T >
0 GeV) = 1.06 mb and $ (Pb+Pb ! Pb+Pb+ "+""; p"

T > 1 GeV) 
= 0.73 mb. The relative cross section changes significantly with 
a" , while its dependence on the p"

T cut value is relatively small for 
|a" | < 0.1.

We also compare our results (a" = 0) with STARlight Monte 
Carlo (MC) generator [47], which is commonly used to describe 
ultraperipheral heavy-ion collision data. Fig. 3 shows the com-
parison of total cross section for Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" produc-
tion as a function of m"" and Y"" . In general, the predictions 
from STARlight are systematically lower by about 20% in compar-
ison to the results of the calculations described above. The overall 
shape of the m"" distribution is also slightly different between the 
two calculations. This is mainly because STARlight applies extra 
|b1| > R Pb and |b2| > R Pb requirements in the modeling of photon 2 M. Dynda! et al. / Physics Letters B 809 (2020) 135682
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|b1| > R Pb and |b2| > R Pb requirements in the modeling of photon 
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LHC feasibility studies focus on the usage of proton–proton colli-
sions [33,35–39], but also on heavy-ion UPC [40,41].

In this article we study the sensitivity of the ! ! ! "+"" pro-
cess on a" and d" in Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC. We present 
calculations of the cross sections for the nuclear reaction, including 
outgoing " decays and explicit dependence on a" , and consider-
ing fiducial volumes of the ATLAS [42] and CMS [43] detectors. 
While the authors of [41] rely on an Effective Field Theory (EFT) 
approach to perform predictions on the sensitivity of LHC UPC 
data on a" , we provide a first independent calculation for the 
Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" process for different a" values. We also dis-
cuss the strategy to suppress the impact of systematic uncertain-
ties by exploiting the ratio to the ! ! ! e+e"(µ+µ") processes.

2. Theoretical framework

The calculation of the process Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" requires 
the convolution of the two-photon luminosity with the elemen-
tary ! ! ! "+"" cross section. In our study, the nuclear cross 
section for the production of #+#" pair in ultraperipheral heavy 
ion collision is calculated in the impact parameter space [44] and 
expressed via the formula:

$
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A A ! A A#+#";#sA A
"

=
#

$
!
! ! ! #+#"; W! !

"
N(%1,b1)N(%2,b2)S2

abs(b)

$ W! !

2
dW! ! dY## dbx dby d2b . (2.1)

Here b denotes the impact parameter, i.e. the distance between 
colliding nuclei in the plane perpendicular to their direction of mo-
tion. W! ! = #

4%1%2 is the invariant mass of the ! ! system and 
%i , i = 1, 2, is the energy of the photon which is emitted from 
the first or second nucleus, respectively. Y## is the rapidity of the 
#+#" system. The quantities bx = (b1x + b2x)/2, by = (b1y + b2y)/2
are given in terms of bix and biy which are the components of 
the b1 and b2 vectors that mark the point (distance from the first 
and second nucleus) where photons collide and particles are pro-
duced. The absorption factor, S2

abs(b) = &(b " 2R Pb), assures that 
only peripheral collisions are considered. The diagram illustrating 
these quantities in the impact parameter space can be found in 
[44], where also the dependence of the photon flux N (%i, bi) on 
the charge form factor is presented.

Our main calculations rely on the realistic form factor, defined 
as the Fourier transform of the charge distribution in the nucleus. 
However, more sophisticated calculations are required for differ-
ential cross section predictions as well as for predictions in cer-
tain fiducial volumes which are typically imposed by experimental 
constrains. For those predictions, we introduce an additional kine-
matic parameter related to angular distribution for the subprocess 
into the underlying integration. A more detailed discussion of the 
nuclear cross section for the Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+#+#" reaction that in-
cludes kinematic variables of outgoing leptons is given in [45].

In general, we study the ! ! ! #+#" subprocess where the 
momenta of the incoming photons are denoted by p1 and p2, 
while p3 and p4 denote the positively and negatively charged lep-
ton momenta, respectively. In addition, we define pt = p2 " p4 =
p3 " p1 and pu = p1 " p4 = p3 " p2. The amplitude for the 
! ! ! #+#" reaction in the t- and u-channel was previously de-
rived [46] and is given by the formula:

M = ("i)'1µ'2( ū(p3)
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Here a photon-lepton vertex function is introduced that depends 
on the momentum transfer, q = p% " p. Denoting p% and p as mo-
menta of incoming and outgoing lepton, respectively, this can be 
written as:
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where $µ( = i
2
[!µ, !( ] is the spin tensor that is proportional to 

the commutator of the gamma matrices, F1(q2) and F2(q2) are the 
Dirac and Pauli form factors, F3(q2) is the electric dipole form fac-
tor. The last term violates CP symmetry and its non-zero value 
can be evidence of physics BSM. The asymptotic values of the 
form factors, in the q2 ! 0 limit, are the moments describing 
the electromagnetic properties of the lepton: F1(0) = 1, F2(0) = a#

and F3(0) = d#
2m#

e . Since the virtualities of exchanged photons for 
ultraperipheral Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC are very small (typ-
ically Q 2

1,2 < 0.001 GeV2), this asymptotic condition is well ful-
filled.

Finally, the differential elementary cross section for the dilepton 
production in the ! ! -fusion reaction is given as follows:
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where z = cos & and & is an angle of the outgoing leptons relative 
to the beam direction in the photon–photon center-of-mass frame, 
s is the invariant mass squared of the ! ! system, pout and pin are 
the 3-momenta of outgoing (lepton) and initial particle (photon), 
respectively.

The elementary ! ! ! "+"" cross section strongly depends on 
the value of anomalous magnetic moment of " lepton. Fig. 1 il-
lustrates the impact of non-zero a" value on the elementary cross 
section for ! ! ! "+"" process as a function of W! ! (= m"" ) 
and cos & at W! ! = 15 GeV. Shown are the results for three rep-
resentative values of the anomalous magnetic moment, a" = +0.1
(green dotted line), a" = 0 (red solid line) and a" = "0.1 (black 
dashed line), respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the ratio of the total (integrated) nuclear cross sec-
tion for " pair production in Pb+Pb collisions at #sN N = 5.02 TeV 
with respect to the results with a" = 0 (SM). We show the results 
both for the full momentum space (black solid line) and with ex-
tra requirement of p"

T > 1 GeV (blue dashed line). The total cross 
section values for a" = 0 are: $ (Pb+Pb ! Pb+Pb+"+""; p"

T >
0 GeV) = 1.06 mb and $ (Pb+Pb ! Pb+Pb+ "+""; p"

T > 1 GeV) 
= 0.73 mb. The relative cross section changes significantly with 
a" , while its dependence on the p"

T cut value is relatively small for 
|a" | < 0.1.

We also compare our results (a" = 0) with STARlight Monte 
Carlo (MC) generator [47], which is commonly used to describe 
ultraperipheral heavy-ion collision data. Fig. 3 shows the com-
parison of total cross section for Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" produc-
tion as a function of m"" and Y"" . In general, the predictions 
from STARlight are systematically lower by about 20% in compar-
ison to the results of the calculations described above. The overall 
shape of the m"" distribution is also slightly different between the 
two calculations. This is mainly because STARlight applies extra 
|b1| > R Pb and |b2| > R Pb requirements in the modeling of photon 
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sions [33,35–39], but also on heavy-ion UPC [40,41].

In this article we study the sensitivity of the ! ! ! "+"" pro-
cess on a" and d" in Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC. We present 
calculations of the cross sections for the nuclear reaction, including 
outgoing " decays and explicit dependence on a" , and consider-
ing fiducial volumes of the ATLAS [42] and CMS [43] detectors. 
While the authors of [41] rely on an Effective Field Theory (EFT) 
approach to perform predictions on the sensitivity of LHC UPC 
data on a" , we provide a first independent calculation for the 
Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" process for different a" values. We also dis-
cuss the strategy to suppress the impact of systematic uncertain-
ties by exploiting the ratio to the ! ! ! e+e"(µ+µ") processes.

2. Theoretical framework

The calculation of the process Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" requires 
the convolution of the two-photon luminosity with the elemen-
tary ! ! ! "+"" cross section. In our study, the nuclear cross 
section for the production of #+#" pair in ultraperipheral heavy 
ion collision is calculated in the impact parameter space [44] and 
expressed via the formula:
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Here b denotes the impact parameter, i.e. the distance between 
colliding nuclei in the plane perpendicular to their direction of mo-
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4%1%2 is the invariant mass of the ! ! system and 
%i , i = 1, 2, is the energy of the photon which is emitted from 
the first or second nucleus, respectively. Y## is the rapidity of the 
#+#" system. The quantities bx = (b1x + b2x)/2, by = (b1y + b2y)/2
are given in terms of bix and biy which are the components of 
the b1 and b2 vectors that mark the point (distance from the first 
and second nucleus) where photons collide and particles are pro-
duced. The absorption factor, S2

abs(b) = &(b " 2R Pb), assures that 
only peripheral collisions are considered. The diagram illustrating 
these quantities in the impact parameter space can be found in 
[44], where also the dependence of the photon flux N (%i, bi) on 
the charge form factor is presented.

Our main calculations rely on the realistic form factor, defined 
as the Fourier transform of the charge distribution in the nucleus. 
However, more sophisticated calculations are required for differ-
ential cross section predictions as well as for predictions in cer-
tain fiducial volumes which are typically imposed by experimental 
constrains. For those predictions, we introduce an additional kine-
matic parameter related to angular distribution for the subprocess 
into the underlying integration. A more detailed discussion of the 
nuclear cross section for the Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+#+#" reaction that in-
cludes kinematic variables of outgoing leptons is given in [45].

In general, we study the ! ! ! #+#" subprocess where the 
momenta of the incoming photons are denoted by p1 and p2, 
while p3 and p4 denote the positively and negatively charged lep-
ton momenta, respectively. In addition, we define pt = p2 " p4 =
p3 " p1 and pu = p1 " p4 = p3 " p2. The amplitude for the 
! ! ! #+#" reaction in the t- and u-channel was previously de-
rived [46] and is given by the formula:
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Here a photon-lepton vertex function is introduced that depends 
on the momentum transfer, q = p% " p. Denoting p% and p as mo-
menta of incoming and outgoing lepton, respectively, this can be 
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[!µ, !( ] is the spin tensor that is proportional to 

the commutator of the gamma matrices, F1(q2) and F2(q2) are the 
Dirac and Pauli form factors, F3(q2) is the electric dipole form fac-
tor. The last term violates CP symmetry and its non-zero value 
can be evidence of physics BSM. The asymptotic values of the 
form factors, in the q2 ! 0 limit, are the moments describing 
the electromagnetic properties of the lepton: F1(0) = 1, F2(0) = a#

and F3(0) = d#
2m#

e . Since the virtualities of exchanged photons for 
ultraperipheral Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC are very small (typ-
ically Q 2

1,2 < 0.001 GeV2), this asymptotic condition is well ful-
filled.
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where z = cos & and & is an angle of the outgoing leptons relative 
to the beam direction in the photon–photon center-of-mass frame, 
s is the invariant mass squared of the ! ! system, pout and pin are 
the 3-momenta of outgoing (lepton) and initial particle (photon), 
respectively.

The elementary ! ! ! "+"" cross section strongly depends on 
the value of anomalous magnetic moment of " lepton. Fig. 1 il-
lustrates the impact of non-zero a" value on the elementary cross 
section for ! ! ! "+"" process as a function of W! ! (= m"" ) 
and cos & at W! ! = 15 GeV. Shown are the results for three rep-
resentative values of the anomalous magnetic moment, a" = +0.1
(green dotted line), a" = 0 (red solid line) and a" = "0.1 (black 
dashed line), respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the ratio of the total (integrated) nuclear cross sec-
tion for " pair production in Pb+Pb collisions at #sN N = 5.02 TeV 
with respect to the results with a" = 0 (SM). We show the results 
both for the full momentum space (black solid line) and with ex-
tra requirement of p"

T > 1 GeV (blue dashed line). The total cross 
section values for a" = 0 are: $ (Pb+Pb ! Pb+Pb+"+""; p"

T >
0 GeV) = 1.06 mb and $ (Pb+Pb ! Pb+Pb+ "+""; p"

T > 1 GeV) 
= 0.73 mb. The relative cross section changes significantly with 
a" , while its dependence on the p"

T cut value is relatively small for 
|a" | < 0.1.

We also compare our results (a" = 0) with STARlight Monte 
Carlo (MC) generator [47], which is commonly used to describe 
ultraperipheral heavy-ion collision data. Fig. 3 shows the com-
parison of total cross section for Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" produc-
tion as a function of m"" and Y"" . In general, the predictions 
from STARlight are systematically lower by about 20% in compar-
ison to the results of the calculations described above. The overall 
shape of the m"" distribution is also slightly different between the 
two calculations. This is mainly because STARlight applies extra 
|b1| > R Pb and |b2| > R Pb requirements in the modeling of photon 
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outgoing " decays and explicit dependence on a" , and consider-
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approach to perform predictions on the sensitivity of LHC UPC 
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Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" process for different a" values. We also dis-
cuss the strategy to suppress the impact of systematic uncertain-
ties by exploiting the ratio to the ! ! ! e+e"(µ+µ") processes.
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The calculation of the process Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" requires 
the convolution of the two-photon luminosity with the elemen-
tary ! ! ! "+"" cross section. In our study, the nuclear cross 
section for the production of #+#" pair in ultraperipheral heavy 
ion collision is calculated in the impact parameter space [44] and 
expressed via the formula:
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Here b denotes the impact parameter, i.e. the distance between 
colliding nuclei in the plane perpendicular to their direction of mo-
tion. W! ! = #

4%1%2 is the invariant mass of the ! ! system and 
%i , i = 1, 2, is the energy of the photon which is emitted from 
the first or second nucleus, respectively. Y## is the rapidity of the 
#+#" system. The quantities bx = (b1x + b2x)/2, by = (b1y + b2y)/2
are given in terms of bix and biy which are the components of 
the b1 and b2 vectors that mark the point (distance from the first 
and second nucleus) where photons collide and particles are pro-
duced. The absorption factor, S2

abs(b) = &(b " 2R Pb), assures that 
only peripheral collisions are considered. The diagram illustrating 
these quantities in the impact parameter space can be found in 
[44], where also the dependence of the photon flux N (%i, bi) on 
the charge form factor is presented.

Our main calculations rely on the realistic form factor, defined 
as the Fourier transform of the charge distribution in the nucleus. 
However, more sophisticated calculations are required for differ-
ential cross section predictions as well as for predictions in cer-
tain fiducial volumes which are typically imposed by experimental 
constrains. For those predictions, we introduce an additional kine-
matic parameter related to angular distribution for the subprocess 
into the underlying integration. A more detailed discussion of the 
nuclear cross section for the Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+#+#" reaction that in-
cludes kinematic variables of outgoing leptons is given in [45].

In general, we study the ! ! ! #+#" subprocess where the 
momenta of the incoming photons are denoted by p1 and p2, 
while p3 and p4 denote the positively and negatively charged lep-
ton momenta, respectively. In addition, we define pt = p2 " p4 =
p3 " p1 and pu = p1 " p4 = p3 " p2. The amplitude for the 
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the commutator of the gamma matrices, F1(q2) and F2(q2) are the 
Dirac and Pauli form factors, F3(q2) is the electric dipole form fac-
tor. The last term violates CP symmetry and its non-zero value 
can be evidence of physics BSM. The asymptotic values of the 
form factors, in the q2 ! 0 limit, are the moments describing 
the electromagnetic properties of the lepton: F1(0) = 1, F2(0) = a#

and F3(0) = d#
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e . Since the virtualities of exchanged photons for 
ultraperipheral Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC are very small (typ-
ically Q 2
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where z = cos & and & is an angle of the outgoing leptons relative 
to the beam direction in the photon–photon center-of-mass frame, 
s is the invariant mass squared of the ! ! system, pout and pin are 
the 3-momenta of outgoing (lepton) and initial particle (photon), 
respectively.

The elementary ! ! ! "+"" cross section strongly depends on 
the value of anomalous magnetic moment of " lepton. Fig. 1 il-
lustrates the impact of non-zero a" value on the elementary cross 
section for ! ! ! "+"" process as a function of W! ! (= m"" ) 
and cos & at W! ! = 15 GeV. Shown are the results for three rep-
resentative values of the anomalous magnetic moment, a" = +0.1
(green dotted line), a" = 0 (red solid line) and a" = "0.1 (black 
dashed line), respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the ratio of the total (integrated) nuclear cross sec-
tion for " pair production in Pb+Pb collisions at #sN N = 5.02 TeV 
with respect to the results with a" = 0 (SM). We show the results 
both for the full momentum space (black solid line) and with ex-
tra requirement of p"

T > 1 GeV (blue dashed line). The total cross 
section values for a" = 0 are: $ (Pb+Pb ! Pb+Pb+"+""; p"

T >
0 GeV) = 1.06 mb and $ (Pb+Pb ! Pb+Pb+ "+""; p"

T > 1 GeV) 
= 0.73 mb. The relative cross section changes significantly with 
a" , while its dependence on the p"

T cut value is relatively small for 
|a" | < 0.1.

We also compare our results (a" = 0) with STARlight Monte 
Carlo (MC) generator [47], which is commonly used to describe 
ultraperipheral heavy-ion collision data. Fig. 3 shows the com-
parison of total cross section for Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" produc-
tion as a function of m"" and Y"" . In general, the predictions 
from STARlight are systematically lower by about 20% in compar-
ison to the results of the calculations described above. The overall 
shape of the m"" distribution is also slightly different between the 
two calculations. This is mainly because STARlight applies extra 
|b1| > R Pb and |b2| > R Pb requirements in the modeling of photon 

The photons from the ultraperipheral collisions (UPC) have small virtualities. They 
are almost on-shell photons and are in the q2→0 limit 
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Fig. 1. Elementary cross section for ! ! ! "+"" process as a function of W! ! = m"" (left) and as a function of z = cos # for W! ! = 15 GeV (right).

Fig. 2. Ratio of the total nuclear cross sections for Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" production 
at the LHC energies as a function of a" , relative to SM (a" = 0). The ratio of the 
cross sections with extra p"

T > 1 GeV requirement applied is also shown.

fluxes, on top of the S2
abs(b) requirement (see Eq. (2.1)). However, 

as it will be shown in Sec. 4, the modeling uncertainty of incom-
ing photon fluxes cancel out to a large extent, once the ratio of 
various ! ! ! $+$" ($ = e, µ, " ) cross sections is used.

3. Fiducial selection and ! decays

In order to study the experimental sensitivity on a" in the 
! ! ! "+"" processes at the LHC, one has to record UPC events, 
which contain two reconstructed tau candidates and no further ac-
tivity in the detector. Since the tau is the heaviest lepton with a 
lifetime of 3 # 10"13 s, it decays into lighter leptons (electron or 
muon) or hadrons (mainly pions and kaons) before any direct in-
teraction with the detector material. The reconstruction of tau can-
didates depends therefore on the identification of its unique decay 
signatures. The primary " decay channels produce one charged 
particle in the final state, denoted as 1ch, or one-prong decays in 
the following,

"± ! %" + $± + %$ ($ = e, µ) , (3.1)

"± ! %" + &± + n&0 , (3.2)

or three charged particles, denoted as 3ch, or three-prong decays, 
i.e.

"± ! %" + &± + &$ + &± + n&0 . (3.3)

Approximately 80% of all " decays are the one-prong decays and 
20% of them are the three-prong decays.

While the differential cross sections of Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" at 
the LHC are based on the previous calculations, the Pythia8.243

Fig. 3. Total cross section for Pb+Pb!Pb+Pb+"+"" production at the LHC energies as a function of ditau invariant mass (left) and ditau rapidity (right). Our results are 
compared with the results obtained from the STARlight MC generator.

III. PROPOSED ANALYSES

To record !! ! "" events, dedicated UPC triggers are
crucial for our proposal. With no other detector activity,
the ditau system receives negligible transverse boost, and
each tau pT reaches a few to tens of GeV at most. Taus
always decay to a neutrino #", which further dilutes the
visible momenta, rendering usual hadronic tau triggers
pT("-jet) !20 GeV unfeasible [90,91]. However, UPC
events without pileup enable exceptionally low trigger
thresholds by vetoing large sums over calorimeter trans-
verse energy deposits

P
ET < 50 GeV [58]. Other mini-

mum bias triggers are also possible [92,93]. A recent UPC
dimuon analysis additionally requires at least one track and
no explicit pT requirement for the trigger muon [63]. The
light-by-light observation also considers ultralow ET >
1 GeV calorimeter cluster thresholds at trigger level [58],
which can similarly benefit electrons.
We design our event selection around two objectives.

First, we consider standard objects already deployed by
ATLAS/CMS to efficiently reconstruct tau decays with the
following branching fractions [18]:

B!"" ! l"#l#"# $ 35%; !7#

B!"" ! $"#" % neutral pions# $ 45.6%; !8#

B!"" ! $"$"$"#" % neutral pions# $ 19.4%: !9#

We develop signal regions (SRs) targeting these decays
based on expected signal rate and background mitigation
strategies. We impose the lowest trigger and reconstruction
thresholds pe=%

T > 4.5=3 GeV, j&e=%j < 2.5=2.4 supported
by ATLAS/CMS [49,50]. Second, we optimize sensitivity
to different couplings 'a"; 'd", where interfering SM and
BSM amplitudes impact tau kinematics, which propagates
to, e.g., lepton pT. The following analyses are considered:

Dilepton analysis. Requiring two identified leptons is
expected to give the highest signal-to-background
S=B, with half being different flavor e% free of ee=%%
backgrounds. But even using low pe=%

T thresholds,

we find insufficient signal yields at 2 nb!1 to pursue
this further.

1 lepton% 1 track analysis (SR1l1T). This requires
exactly one identified lepton and one other track that is
not “matched” to the lepton [the matched track is the
highest pT track with !R!l; track# < 0.02]. Tracks
must satisfy the standard requirements ptrack

T >
500 MeV and j&trackj < 2.5. With the DELPHES sim-
ulation, the requirement that the nonlepton track is not
identified as a lepton allows for a sufficiently strong
suppression of the dielectron/dimuon background,
but for the analysis of experimental data, additional
lepton veto selections may be considered to increase
the background rejection at a modest cost to signal
efficiency. This topology targets the high branching
ratio of the single charged pion decay mode and
background suppression from lepton identification.
The track also recovers events failing the dilepton
analysis, in which a lepton is too soft to be recon-
structed. We divide this SR into two bins pe=%

T "
&#6'; &>6' GeV to exploit shape differences shown in
Fig. 2 (left). We require nonplanar lepton-track system
j!(!l; trk#j < 3 to further suppress ee=%% processes,
as demonstrated in Fig. 2 (right). We veto invariant
masses ml;trk $ &3; 3.2'; &9; 11' GeV to reject dilepton
decays of J=) and ! resonances.

1 lepton%multitrack analysis (SR1l2=3T). We aug-
ment the previous analysis with three non-lepton-
matched tracks. This targets the decay topology with
three chargedpions.Wealso construct anorthogonal SR
requiring exactly two tracks to recovermisreconstructed
three-pion decays. By taking the vectorial sum over pT

for the non-lepton-matched tracks ptracks
T $

P
i p

track
T;i ,

we obtain the track system pT, whose distribution is
shown in Fig. 2 (center) for SR1l3T. This variable
shows discrimination power between modified mo-
ments and could be considered in future work.

Motivated by the background processes observed
by DELPHI in !! ! "" analyses, we now outline our
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FIG. 2. Distributions of lepton pT in SR1l1T (left) and the three-track system pT in SR1l3T (center) for benchmark signals with
various 'a", 'd" couplings. These are normalized to unit integral to illustrate shape changes with varying 'a"; 'd". The lepton-track
azimuthal angle j!(!l; trk#j in SR1l1T (right) is shown for backgrounds (filled) and signal 'a" $ 'd" $ 0 (line), illustrating powerful
discrimination against dilepton processes.
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ATLAS Detector 
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Analysis strategy
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Properties of τ Leptons 
•  The heaviest lepton: mτ = 1.78 GeV; unstable: cτ ~ 87 µm 

 
•  Decays into leptons:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
or hadrons with either one or three  
charged particles (mainly π±) in the  
final state: one-prong / three-prong decays 
 

For decays into leptons, the corresponding reconstruction and identification algorithms are used 
(and triggers! ! no time to discuss this here). 

d 
_ 
u 

} ~ 50% 

} ~ 15% 

} ~ 35% 

Final states for pairwise production: 
    τhadτhad ~ 42% 
    τlepτlep   ~ 12% 
    τlepτhad   ~ 46% 

In the following, the reconstruction and identification of hadronically decaying 
τ leptons is discussed.  

• Use 1.44 nb-1 ultraperipheral lead-
lead collisions data collected in 
2018

• Target the 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏𝜏 events with one 
leptonic decay (as trigger) and one 
hadronic

• The pT of 𝜏 in this analysis is low 
(𝑝5678 < 10 GeV for most of 𝜏)

• Use one track or three tracks to tag 
hadronic 𝜏

• Fit to the lepton (𝑒/𝜇) pT to exact 𝑎*

III. PROPOSED ANALYSES

To record !! ! "" events, dedicated UPC triggers are
crucial for our proposal. With no other detector activity,
the ditau system receives negligible transverse boost, and
each tau pT reaches a few to tens of GeV at most. Taus
always decay to a neutrino #", which further dilutes the
visible momenta, rendering usual hadronic tau triggers
pT("-jet) !20 GeV unfeasible [90,91]. However, UPC
events without pileup enable exceptionally low trigger
thresholds by vetoing large sums over calorimeter trans-
verse energy deposits

P
ET < 50 GeV [58]. Other mini-

mum bias triggers are also possible [92,93]. A recent UPC
dimuon analysis additionally requires at least one track and
no explicit pT requirement for the trigger muon [63]. The
light-by-light observation also considers ultralow ET >
1 GeV calorimeter cluster thresholds at trigger level [58],
which can similarly benefit electrons.
We design our event selection around two objectives.

First, we consider standard objects already deployed by
ATLAS/CMS to efficiently reconstruct tau decays with the
following branching fractions [18]:

B!"" ! l"#l#"# $ 35%; !7#

B!"" ! $"#" % neutral pions# $ 45.6%; !8#

B!"" ! $"$"$"#" % neutral pions# $ 19.4%: !9#

We develop signal regions (SRs) targeting these decays
based on expected signal rate and background mitigation
strategies. We impose the lowest trigger and reconstruction
thresholds pe=%

T > 4.5=3 GeV, j&e=%j < 2.5=2.4 supported
by ATLAS/CMS [49,50]. Second, we optimize sensitivity
to different couplings 'a"; 'd", where interfering SM and
BSM amplitudes impact tau kinematics, which propagates
to, e.g., lepton pT. The following analyses are considered:

Dilepton analysis. Requiring two identified leptons is
expected to give the highest signal-to-background
S=B, with half being different flavor e% free of ee=%%
backgrounds. But even using low pe=%

T thresholds,

we find insufficient signal yields at 2 nb!1 to pursue
this further.

1 lepton% 1 track analysis (SR1l1T). This requires
exactly one identified lepton and one other track that is
not “matched” to the lepton [the matched track is the
highest pT track with !R!l; track# < 0.02]. Tracks
must satisfy the standard requirements ptrack

T >
500 MeV and j&trackj < 2.5. With the DELPHES sim-
ulation, the requirement that the nonlepton track is not
identified as a lepton allows for a sufficiently strong
suppression of the dielectron/dimuon background,
but for the analysis of experimental data, additional
lepton veto selections may be considered to increase
the background rejection at a modest cost to signal
efficiency. This topology targets the high branching
ratio of the single charged pion decay mode and
background suppression from lepton identification.
The track also recovers events failing the dilepton
analysis, in which a lepton is too soft to be recon-
structed. We divide this SR into two bins pe=%

T "
&#6'; &>6' GeV to exploit shape differences shown in
Fig. 2 (left). We require nonplanar lepton-track system
j!(!l; trk#j < 3 to further suppress ee=%% processes,
as demonstrated in Fig. 2 (right). We veto invariant
masses ml;trk $ &3; 3.2'; &9; 11' GeV to reject dilepton
decays of J=) and ! resonances.

1 lepton%multitrack analysis (SR1l2=3T). We aug-
ment the previous analysis with three non-lepton-
matched tracks. This targets the decay topology with
three chargedpions.Wealso construct anorthogonal SR
requiring exactly two tracks to recovermisreconstructed
three-pion decays. By taking the vectorial sum over pT

for the non-lepton-matched tracks ptracks
T $

P
i p

track
T;i ,

we obtain the track system pT, whose distribution is
shown in Fig. 2 (center) for SR1l3T. This variable
shows discrimination power between modified mo-
ments and could be considered in future work.

Motivated by the background processes observed
by DELPHI in !! ! "" analyses, we now outline our
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FIG. 2. Distributions of lepton pT in SR1l1T (left) and the three-track system pT in SR1l3T (center) for benchmark signals with
various 'a", 'd" couplings. These are normalized to unit integral to illustrate shape changes with varying 'a"; 'd". The lepton-track
azimuthal angle j!(!l; trk#j in SR1l1T (right) is shown for backgrounds (filled) and signal 'a" $ 'd" $ 0 (line), illustrating powerful
discrimination against dilepton processes.
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Event selections

Offline event selections:
• Muon, 𝑝=

> > 4 GeV
• Electron, 𝑝=A > 4 GeV
• Track, 𝑝=BCD > 100 MeV
Event categorization 
• Muon+1track
• Muon+3track
• Muon+electron
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Data: 0n0n ZDC selection to suppress
photonuclear/hadronic backgrounds

Simulation reweighted from 
0n0n+0nXn+XnXn to 0n0n with data-
driven weights

Veto additional clusters and tracks

Trigger: 𝑝=
> > 4 GeV, MET < 50 GeV;  ∑𝐸=GHIJ < 3GeV on any side of FCal

(3.2 < 𝜂 < 4.9)

𝑝=NOPQBRC > 1 GeV ( 𝜂 < 2.5);
𝑝=NOPQBRC > 100 MeV (2.5 < 𝜂 < 4.5); 



ZDC selections
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EXCLUSIVE DIMUON PRODUCTION IN … PHYSICAL REVIEW C 104, 024906 (2021)

FIG. 2. Distribution of ZDC energies in events selected in the fiducial region, normalized by the beam energy per-nucleon of 2.51 TeV, for
each ZDC direction. The left panel shows the distributions for each of the two ZDC directions superimposed, while the right panel shows their
correlation.

(ii) Each muon must have pT,µ > 4 GeV, |!µ| < 2.4, and
a transverse impact parameter relative to the beamspot
of less than 1.5 mm.

(iii) The muon pair must have invariant mass mµµ > 10
GeV, and a transverse momentum of the dimuon sys-
tem pT,µµ < 2 GeV.

The fiducial criteria remove about two-thirds of the trig-
gered events containing two good muons. Of the remaining
events, none are observed to have more than one reconstructed
vertex, so no vertex requirement (for either a single vertex
or multiple vertices) is imposed. Finally, events are rejected
if there are any other well-reconstructed tracks in the ac-
ceptance with pT > 100 MeV; this removes only 2% of the
events. As a cross-check, a more restrictive condition was
also considered—to reject events with any additional track of
any track quality—but this was found to only reject 3% of
the selected events. For the selected events, the distributions
of track transverse impact parameter are consistent with sim-
ulated STARlight events, implying that there is no residual
contribution from heavy-flavor production.

In fully simulated STARlight events, the requirement of
having a reconstructed vertex leads to a selection inefficiency
of approximately 5% while providing no additional back-
ground rejection. This was demonstrated by noting that after
the vertex requirement, the fraction of events with an addi-
tional good track (2%) is found to be the same as for the
event selection without it. Thus, the vertex requirement is
considered only as a cross-check and is not part of the primary
event selection.

After all fiducial selections, 12132 candidate events pass-
ing fiducial selections are utilized in the analysis.

B. ZDC event class definition

Each selected exclusive dimuon event can be classified
according to its forward neutron topology, utilizing the two
ZDCs. The ZDC energies are reconstructed by extracting the
signal amplitude for each of the four modules in each direction

and then applying a time-dependent weight to each module.
These weights are determined so as to minimize the width of
the energy distribution in the single-neutron region. The en-
ergy resolution is sufficient to clearly separate the one-neutron
peak from the distribution at lower energies, which is mainly
a combination of electronic noise and forward photons. The
presence of ZDC activity on either side is defined as an energy
greater than 40% of the single-neutron peak position. This
is indicated in the individual energy distributions in the left
panel of Fig. 2. The correlation of energies in the right panel
of Fig. 2 illustrates the three primary topologies available
for these events: (1) the most probable configuration is no
activity in either ZDC (“0n0n”), (2) the next mostly likely
configuration is observing one or more forward neutrons in
one ZDC, and none in the other (“Xn0n”), and (3) finally,
the rarest configuration is observing one or more forward
neutrons in both ZDC arms (“XnXn”).

Due to EM pileup in the LHC (as discussed above in
Sec. III B) the neutrons detected in one or both arms of the
ZDC are not necessarily associated with the observed dimuon
pair. However, the rate of additional neutrons can be predicted
when the single and mutual dissociation probabilities are
known. Corrections associated with this are calculated below
in Sec. VII F.

VII. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Cross-section definitions

After the exclusive dimuon event selection, cross sections
are derived by scaling the dimuon yields by the Pb+Pb
collision luminosity (Lint). This is done after correcting the
observed number of events (Nµµ) for (1) muon pair trigger
and reconstruction efficiencies ("T and "R, respectively), (2)
bin migration at the edge of the pT,µ > 4 GeV fiducial region
(Cmig), and (3) backgrounds from dissociative processes ( fdis).
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FIG. 2. Distribution of ZDC energies in events selected in the fiducial region, normalized by the beam energy per-nucleon of 2.51 TeV, for
each ZDC direction. The left panel shows the distributions for each of the two ZDC directions superimposed, while the right panel shows their
correlation.

(ii) Each muon must have pT,µ > 4 GeV, |!µ| < 2.4, and
a transverse impact parameter relative to the beamspot
of less than 1.5 mm.

(iii) The muon pair must have invariant mass mµµ > 10
GeV, and a transverse momentum of the dimuon sys-
tem pT,µµ < 2 GeV.

The fiducial criteria remove about two-thirds of the trig-
gered events containing two good muons. Of the remaining
events, none are observed to have more than one reconstructed
vertex, so no vertex requirement (for either a single vertex
or multiple vertices) is imposed. Finally, events are rejected
if there are any other well-reconstructed tracks in the ac-
ceptance with pT > 100 MeV; this removes only 2% of the
events. As a cross-check, a more restrictive condition was
also considered—to reject events with any additional track of
any track quality—but this was found to only reject 3% of
the selected events. For the selected events, the distributions
of track transverse impact parameter are consistent with sim-
ulated STARlight events, implying that there is no residual
contribution from heavy-flavor production.

In fully simulated STARlight events, the requirement of
having a reconstructed vertex leads to a selection inefficiency
of approximately 5% while providing no additional back-
ground rejection. This was demonstrated by noting that after
the vertex requirement, the fraction of events with an addi-
tional good track (2%) is found to be the same as for the
event selection without it. Thus, the vertex requirement is
considered only as a cross-check and is not part of the primary
event selection.

After all fiducial selections, 12132 candidate events pass-
ing fiducial selections are utilized in the analysis.

B. ZDC event class definition

Each selected exclusive dimuon event can be classified
according to its forward neutron topology, utilizing the two
ZDCs. The ZDC energies are reconstructed by extracting the
signal amplitude for each of the four modules in each direction

and then applying a time-dependent weight to each module.
These weights are determined so as to minimize the width of
the energy distribution in the single-neutron region. The en-
ergy resolution is sufficient to clearly separate the one-neutron
peak from the distribution at lower energies, which is mainly
a combination of electronic noise and forward photons. The
presence of ZDC activity on either side is defined as an energy
greater than 40% of the single-neutron peak position. This
is indicated in the individual energy distributions in the left
panel of Fig. 2. The correlation of energies in the right panel
of Fig. 2 illustrates the three primary topologies available
for these events: (1) the most probable configuration is no
activity in either ZDC (“0n0n”), (2) the next mostly likely
configuration is observing one or more forward neutrons in
one ZDC, and none in the other (“Xn0n”), and (3) finally,
the rarest configuration is observing one or more forward
neutrons in both ZDC arms (“XnXn”).

Due to EM pileup in the LHC (as discussed above in
Sec. III B) the neutrons detected in one or both arms of the
ZDC are not necessarily associated with the observed dimuon
pair. However, the rate of additional neutrons can be predicted
when the single and mutual dissociation probabilities are
known. Corrections associated with this are calculated below
in Sec. VII F.

VII. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Cross-section definitions

After the exclusive dimuon event selection, cross sections
are derived by scaling the dimuon yields by the Pb+Pb
collision luminosity (Lint). This is done after correcting the
observed number of events (Nµµ) for (1) muon pair trigger
and reconstruction efficiencies ("T and "R, respectively), (2)
bin migration at the edge of the pT,µ > 4 GeV fiducial region
(Cmig), and (3) backgrounds from dissociative processes ( fdis).
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Distribution of ZDC energies in events selected in the fiducial region,
normalized by the beam energy per-nucleon of 2.51 TeV



Signal and backgrounds
• Monte Carlo simulations:

– Signal 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏𝜏: Starlight+Tauola (Pythia8+Photos for QED FSR)
– Background 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜇𝜇: Starlight+Pythia8
– Background 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜇𝜇(𝛾) : Madgraph5 (reweighted to Pb+Pb photon flux)
– All samples reweighted to photon flux from SuperChic3

• Data-driven estimation of diffractive photonuclear events
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Diffractive 
photonuclear 
process

$ŗƉȕǖɼɄʯȳƕ ɱɼɄƉƨʌʌƨʌ
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Pb

Pb

Pb
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!

µ!

Pb

!! ! µµ(!) ɱɼɄƕʯƉʚǶɄȳ ƕǶ˽ɼŗƉʚǶ˙ƨ ɱǫɄʚɄȳʯƉțƨŗɼ ƨ˙ƨȳʚʌ

𝛾𝛾 → 𝜇𝜇(𝛾) events



Photonuclear background
• Data-driven estimation of diffractive photonuclear events in 𝜇+1track SR and 
𝜇 +3track SR

• Templates built from control regions similar to SRs, but requiring an additional 
track with pT < 500 MeV and allowing 0nXn ZDC events

• Normalization: relax cluster veto. Use region with 4-8 unmatched clusters
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Muon

Track 1

Muon

Track 2

Track 3

𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏𝜏 event candidate
ATLAS collision event



Post-fit distributions
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Post-fit distributions
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Results: 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏𝜏 signal strength
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Results: 𝑎*
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Figure 2: Measurements of 0g from fits to individual signal regions (including the dimuon control region), and from
the combined fit. These are compared with existing measurements from the OPAL [29], L3 [30] and DELPHI [27]
experiments at LEP. A point denotes the best-fit 0g value for each measurement if available, while thick black (thin
magenta) lines show 68% CL (95% CL) intervals. The expected interval from the ATLAS combined fit is also shown.

dependence on 0g , caused by the interference of the SM and BSM amplitudes [29, 30, 46]. The expected
95% CL interval is �0.039 < 0g < 0.020. The impact of systematic uncertainties on the final results is small
relative to statistical uncertainties. Figure 2 shows the 0g measurement alongside previous results obtained at
LEP. The precision of this measurement is similar to the most precise single-experiment measurement by the
DELPHI Collaboration.

In summary, g-lepton pair production in ultraperipheral heavy-ion collisions, Pb+Pb ! Pb(WW ! gg)Pb, is
observed by ATLAS with a significance exceeding 5f in 1.44 nb�1 of

p
BNN = 5.02 TeV data at the LHC.

The observed event yield is compatible with that expected from the SM prediction within uncertainties.
The events are used to set constraints on the g-lepton anomalous magnetic moment, corresponding to
0g 2 (�0.058, �0.012) [ (�0.006, 0.025) at 95% CL. The measurement precision is limited by statistical
uncertainties. This result introduces the use of hadron-collider data to test electromagnetic properties of the
g-lepton, and the results are competitive with existing lepton-collider constraints.
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Summary
• Observation of 𝛾𝛾 → 𝜏𝜏 in 

ultraperipheral lead-lead collisions 
from ATLAS2arXiv:2204.13478, 
accepted by PRL

• Set constraints on the 𝜏 anomalous 
magnetic moment

• UPC events are very clean and ideal 
for precision studies. Opening 
physics opportunities for QED studies 
at hadron collider

• Constraints on 𝑎* are competitive with 
LEP results. Will be improved with 
more data
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Zero Degree Calorimeter Module
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Figure 3.3: Electromagnetic ZDC module. Beam impinges on tungsten plates at
bottom of module, and showers. Quartz rods pick up Cerenkov light from the shower
and pipe it to multi-anode phototube at top of module. Phototubes measure light
from strips through four air light pipe funnels.
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• Beam impinges on tungsten 
plates at bottom of module, and 
showers. 

• Quartz rods pick up Cerenkov 
light from the shower and pipe it to 
multi-anode phototube at top of 
module. 

• Phototubes measure light from 
strips through four air light pipe 
funnels.



ZDC fractions

• 𝑝V: probability of single disassociation
• 𝑝W: probability of mutual disassociation
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FIG. 5. Dissociative background fractions in Xn0n events as a
function of signed rapidity, where positive yµµ is in the direction of
the ZDC signal. Two invariant mass ranges are shown, and the 10 <

mµµ < 20 GeV range is shifted slightly in the horizontal direction
for clarity. Error bars are statistical uncertainties.

with a ZDC signal (either Xn0n or XnXn) typically have
smaller impact parameters than for 0n0n. The smaller impact
parameters lead to interactions involving higher photon ener-
gies from one or both nuclei. This tends to harden the observed
diphoton (and thus dimuon) invariant mass spectrum for a
fixed interval in pair rapidity. Conversely, for a fixed interval
in dimuon mass, the rapidity distribution gets narrower. To
measure this in each dimuon kinematic selection, the fractions
of events with Xn0n and XnXn ( fXn0n and fXnXn, respectively)
are estimated with a single fit over all three ZDC topologies
that includes the contribution from dissociative background,
as discussed previously. Once the measured ZDC fractions are
determined, they must be corrected for EM pileup processes
and, in principle, for any ZDC inefficiency. However, while
the ZDC is only 4.6 interaction lengths deep, which implies an
approximately 2% inefficiency for single neutrons, more than
half of the EMD events on a single side produce more than
one neutron. This leads to an estimate of an overall efficiency
of over 99%. Accounting for this subpercent inefficiency is
addressed in the systematic uncertainties.

The combined fit model is formulated as a set of three
equations for each kinematic region, with a total number of
events in each ZDC category (NZ , where Z is an index corre-
sponding to 0n0n, Xn0n, or XnXn) given by

NZ (!, yµµ, mµµ) = f !
Z(yµµ, mµµ)NEPA(yµµ, mµµ)

" PEPA(!, yµµ, mµµ)

+ Ndis
Z (yµµ, mµµ)Pdis(!, yµµ, mµµ)

with parameters NEPA, the overall yield of dimuons from the
signal distributions, f !

Z the measured fraction of events for
each ZDC class (i.e., Z = 0n0n, Xn0n, and XnXn), and Ndis

Z
the background contribution for each ZDC selection. The frac-
tions are subject to the constraint f !

0n0n + f !
Xn0n + f !

XnXn = 1
since all events have to fall into one of the categories. The si-
multaneous fit incorporates the statistical correlations between
the samples. The choice of using the same template PDFs PEPA
and Pdis for all three ZDC selections is motivated by direct
comparisons of the acoplanarity distributions, and validated
by the good quality of the fits.

EM pileup processes (as discussed in Sec. III B) generate
neutrons that are detected in one or both arms of the ZDC
but are not associated with the scattering process that gen-
erated the dimuon pair. This leads to an outflow from 0n0n
and Xn0n events to both the Xn0n and XnXn events. The
two fundamental parameters are pS and pM, the probabilities
for exclusive single (for each arm) and mutual (two arm)
dissociation per bunch crossing. The probability of pileup
preserving a 0n0n configuration is (1 # pS)(1 # pS)(1 # pM),
i.e., the joint probability of having no single pileup in each
arm, as well as no mutual process occurring. Conversely, the
probability of pileup turning 0n0n into XnXn is pM + p2

S, i.e.,
the sum of probabilities of mutual breakup or two independent
single breakup processes, one in each arm. The probability
turning 0n0n into Xn0n is just the complement of the other
two quantities. Similarly, the probability of preserving Xn0n
is (1 # pS)(1 # pM), since one arm has already seen activity,
and its complement is the probability for converting Xn0n to
XnXn. Finally, XnXn is unaffected by the presence of any
pileup. Putting these together, one gets the migration matrix

!

"
f !
0n0n

f !
Xn0n

f !
XnXn

#

$ =

!

%"

(1 # pS)(1 # pS)(1 # pM) 0 0

2pS(1 # pS # pM + pM pS/2) (1 # pS)(1 # pM) 0

pM + p2
S pM + pS#pM pS 1

#

&$

!

%"

f0n0n

fXn0n

fXnXn.

#

&$.

Here the fractions f ! are the measured ones extracted from
the combined fits, and the fractions f are the corrected values
reported in the results. The terms which go as p2

S reflect
the possibility that a pileup event can be composed of two
separate pileup interactions in addition to the primary physics
event. While not identical, as assumed by STARlight, p2

S is
of similar order to the pM estimated using measured cross
sections, as discussed in Sec. III B. This matrix is inverted to
transform the measured ZDC fractions into the corrected ones.

The statistical uncertainty of the corrected values includes the
full fit covariance information.

G. Unfolding of the acoplanarity distribution

In order to facilitate comparisons of QED calculations with
the experimental acoplanarity (!) distribution, a bin-by-bin
unfolding procedure is applied to the measured values. To
maximize the statistical precision, the entire fiducial region

024906-11

Observed
fractions

Corrected 
fractions

EM pileup



Systematics
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